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Why improve your iWriting?
Even in a world of Twitter, Facebook and E-mail,
it's what leaders say and how they say it that
determines how successful, influential,
inspirational, and motivational an individual can
become.
People are inspired by words well spoken,
motivated by words put to good use, and
influenced by stories that teach important,
relevant lessons.
--Jim Lukaszewski (loo ka SHEV skee)
The Lukaszewski Group Inc.
www.e911.com
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Purpose
 The Internet has not changed our purpose

as communicators
– Write clean, clear, brief and concise copy
– Write with the audience in mind
– Write content with a purpose
 Motivate
 Inform
 Educate
 Entertain
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iWriting style
 Is iWriting really that different?

– YES
 Information presented in short bursts
 Web readers scan
 Non-linear vs. linear

– NO
 Pyramid style still applies
 A good lead is critical to drawing in the audience
 BUT the pyramid must be broken into chunks
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Effective iWriting
 Deliver copy in smaller chunks

– Write half as much copy as for printed
materials
– When in doubt, cut it out
 A Sun Microsystems study found

– 79% of site visitors scan content
– Only 11% read word for word.
– Copy on the screen is about 25% more
difficult to read than in printed form
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iWriting tips
 Outline
 Grab attention
 Write tight
– Act as if every word you
cut earns you $1,000
– One thought per
sentence

 Leave it overnight
 Edit!
 Get a proofing buddy

 Use active verbs
 Know users’ style
 Get to the point!
 Avoid overwriting
 Show it to someone
not “in the know”
With thanks to Ken Jacobs
Jacobs Consulting LLC
Princeton Junction, NJ
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iWriting types
Most sites use these types of writing:








Headlines
Subheads
Bulleted heads
Page titles
Briefs or “blurbs”
Navigation buttons, bars, links
Article “chunks”
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Focus the site

 What’s the site’s main purpose?
–
–
–
–
–
–

To attract contributions?
To raise funds online?
To provide information to members?
To encourage volunteers?
To recruit personnel?
For use in a crisis only (dark site)?

 Secondary purposes?
 What kind of content is important for

each purpose?
 Who are the main constituencies?
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Use a content matrix
 Outlines/explains all content elements

– Provides an effective reference as site is built
– Usually in columns
 Name of page
 Source for content
 Deadline for content
 Person(s) responsible for content
 Method to be used in updating
 Frequency of updates (hourly, daily, weekly, etc.)
9
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Make it credible

 Content must advance the strategic

objectives of the organization
– Double-check your facts
– Have a written approval process
 Know your audience

– Write what they know and understand
– Don’t assume (i.e. abbreviations, acronyms,
jargon)
10
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Understand each page’s purpose



Landing, Main or Home page
– Should reflect the main purpose(s) of your
organization (briefly)



Main page should be promotional
– Intrigue your readers
 Make them want to learn more

– Keep the content readable and simple
– Make it easy for users to find what they want
 Site maps, links
 Draw the reader into more pertinent information



Limit content so scrolling isn’t necessary
11

Fort Worth
Zoo
strengthening the bond
between humans and the
environment by focusing
on
(1) Conservation
(2) Education
and
(3) Entertainment

Note

fortworthzoo.com
or
fortworthzoo.org
Site Map Option
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Fort Worth
Zoo
Site Map
fortworthzoo.org/about/sit
emap.html
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Second type of page



Destination page
Informational
– People go here to get details



Writing
– Break text into chunks
– Limit paragraphs to 2-3 short sentences
– Keep it on one screen
 No scrolling!



Use links and bullet points
– Provide a link option for the full-text version—More
– Keep the audience in mind
14
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Use effective headlines

 The effective headline:

– Has a subject and a verb
– Is in present/future tense
– No more than 10 words
– If two lines, try to match the lengths
 Make it short, explanatory, scannable and

stand-alone
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Headline writing formulas
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

10 Ways to Improve Your _____
How _____ Will Impact You
How to Beat the Fear of _____
Get Rid of Your _____ Once and for All
Beware ______ and How to Spot them
The Unseen/Biggest Dangers of ____
7 Things _____ Should Never Do
101 Most Popular _____ Myths
10 ______ Facts You Need to Know
10 Lies We Tell Our _______

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

10 Reasons It's Better to ______
How You Can _____ Like a _____
Here’s a Quick Way to _______
9 Surprising Things You Can _____
100 Useful or Beautiful ____
5 Reasons _____ Is Better than ______
Our Area‘s Top 10 Most Important
______
10 ____ We Don't Want to See ____
Top 20 Most ____ Friendly ____
5 Reasons You Should ______

From

“102 Headline-Writing Formulas” By Chris Garrett
http://socialmediaworkbook.com/wp-content/uploads/102-headline-formulas.pdf
Used with permission
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Don’t use headlines like these
 Issue #3

 Tomorrow

 What to do?

 Quick question

 ???????

 Status

 Re: FYI

 We need your

 Two things
 Great news
 Urgent!

assistance
With thanks to
David Shipley & Will Schwalbe
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Eliminate buzzwords
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Combine these randomly and you get meaningless
phrases:

– “Analysis and validation of support strategies for customer
satisfaction parameters”
– “Maximized systems of strategic environmental processes”
– “Parameters of team competency assessment support”
– “Focus on ownership of teamwork assessment validation assets”
– “Empowering your interactive competency team process”
– “Utilizing paradigms of support validation strategies of
assessment”


“I utilized a multitined tool to process a starch resource.”
– TRANSLATION: “I used my fork to eat a potato.”
-- With thanks to West Valley College Saratoga CA
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Keep it simple!

 Choose only what’s necessary
 Buttons and links

– Should be 1-3 words long:
 New Products
 New Services
 U.S.A. Directory
 Why Volunteer?
 News

– Clear and precise
20

I Give Smart
When your members
make purchases from
GiveSmart’s name
brand merchants, a
percentage of each
purchase is returned to
your organization

igivesmart.com

21
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Use “briefs”
No more than two sentences
– Each sentence 20 words or fewer



Should entice the reader to explore further
– First and second person establishes dialogue with
audience and allows you to talk to your reader
– How will the story benefit the reader?
– Use relevant questions to capture the reader’s
curiosity
 Example: “Don’t know who to call for what? Who To Call
provides an A-Z listing on company services and people.”

22

QuickSilver
Interactive
Group, Inc.
interactive marketing
services

qsigroup.com
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Public
Relations
Society of
America
(PRSA)
Dallas Chapter
PRSA provides
professional
development and
sets standards of
excellence and
ethics

prsadallas.org
or
prsadallas.com
24
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Follow design guidelines

 No amount of good writing can hold up to

a poor design
– Eye flow still important
– Too much on a screen can distract and
confuse
– Use colors pleasing to the eye
– Print design materials don’t always translate
– Branding
25

Home

About Us

Calendar

In Season

Vendors

Our Programs

Support

Other Markets

Store

Austin
Farmers’
Market
austinfarmer
smarket.org
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Understand iFonts

 Until recently, computers displayed only

the system fonts installed:
PCs
 Times New Roman
 Arial
 Verdana
 Georgia

Macs
 Times
 Arial
 Verdana
 Georgia

 Now 2,000+ “Web fonts” are available

– Must be purchased
– Temporarily installed on the viewer’s
computer
27

Wednesday’s
Child. . .
. . .a foster child who is in
the custody of the state.
Wednesday's Child
Benefit Corporation serves
foster children in 19 North
Texas counties where one
in every 207 children is a
foster child.

wedchild.org
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This one uses Web fonts:

This image uses system fonts:
Verdana; Times New
Roman and Arial.

Linotype’s Coronet "finally, fashion
that's frugal"

Illustration from the Los Angeles Times

Monotype Imaging’s Parma is used
for the serif text
The sans serif text is in Monotype
Imaging’s Felbridge.
29

Point sizes
 Point sizes are meaningless on the Web

– PCs display type about a third larger than
Macs
– Browsers allow users to control font size
– Rules of thumb
 Use setting of 12 (roughly equal to 12 points) for
text
 24-point equivalent for headlines
 18-point equivalent for sub-heads
30
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Choose the right people
Site management
–
–
–
–



Vendors
Freelancers
Staff
Compare: Experience, rates, reputation, chemistry

Site maintenance
–
–
–

Content managers
Graphics
Standards assure continuity in look and feel

31
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Keep it current

 Having up-to-date information on your site

is one of the best ways to keep people
coming back
 Add or change information frequently
– Archive old information
 Changing content improves your site’s

placement by search engines

32
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Avoid Clutter

 Don’t confuse the user with overchoice

on your main page
 Give the eye a place to land



– If you use motion, animate just one object
– Organize content well and consistently
Don’t distract users with extraneous graphics
or information

33

Please don’t do
your website this
way!
This was a real
site.

webpagesthatsuck.
com
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Make it quick and easy
Don’t try to do everything on your front page
– Make it look simple even if it’s complicated
– Make it easy for the user



Use graphics sparingly
– Make it load quickly or people will go away



Performance benchmarks
– First view load time
– Repeat view load time

7.066 seconds
3.970 seconds

 From http://www.aptimize.com/Upload/docs/2010-WebsitePerformance-Benchmarks.pdf
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Dallas CASA
Court Appointed Special
Advocates are
volunteers who are
voices for abused
children in court.
CASA volunteers are
appointed by judges to
advocate for the best
interests of abused and
neglected children in
protective care.

dallascasa.org
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Ask users to help
 Ask your users to give you suggestions for

improving the site
– Form a Users Group
– Conduct focus group interviews
– Ask open-ended questions like:
 What’s most helpful?
 What’s essential?
 What do you like most?
 What one thing would you change?
37

Think/write from users’
point of view
 Use terms they use
 Make the site look like what they’re

accustomed to seeing
– Engineers are different than salespeople
 Tailor the site’s design and writing to

your particular audience
 Give the eye a place to land
38

Promote it!



Don’t make the contents of your site the
organization’s best-kept secret
Communicate what’s there
–
–
–
–
–



Email
Direct mail
Memos
Contests
Publications

Use your website’s URL everywhere
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Monitor it regularly

 Check your site daily to be sure it’s

functioning properly
– On both PCs and Macs
 Monitor use of the site

– By asking people
– With software that provides usage
statistics
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for allowing me
to be with you today.

Questions
This presentation is copyrighted.
You may quote from it without additional approval by crediting
Jim Haynes, co-author of Public Relations Writing: Form & Style, 9th edition
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